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A B S T R A C T

The global structure of a self-excited magnetic field arising from the magnetic shear

instability has been simulated in spherical geometry by a 3D fully non-linear approach. In

order to model the structure of an accretion disc we prescribe a rotation profile of the Brandt

type which is Keplerian in the outer regions but yields rigid rotation at the inner core. We

performed a whole series of runs at different dynamo numbers with an increasing number of

modes in spectral space, thereby checking the influence of the numerical resolution in our

simulations. Starting from arbitrary small perturbations, the magnetic and kinetic energies

grow by several orders of magnitude as soon as a certain azimuthal resolution of at least

m � 15 was used at a dynamo number of order CV � 105: Several phases of the transition to

turbulence are realized and interpretations are given for the respective effects occurring at

each stage. The resulting magnetic field is highly non-axisymmetric and possesses a

pronounced inhomogeneous vortex structure of twisted flux tubes. The flow is almost

axisymmetric but shows a Kolmogorov-like behaviour for small scales. The outer surface of

the shell is penetrated by magnetic field lines in spot-like regions, which are located mainly

in the equatorial plane. For very high dynamo numbers we find a cyclic behaviour of the

averaged magnetic field amplitude. The problem of angular momentum transport is dis-

cussed in terms of the Shakura±Sunyaev viscosity alpha, which depends exponentially on

the radial distance and adopts values in the range 1023±1025.
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1 M OT I VAT I O N

The transition to magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence in

rotating systems is closely connected to the occurrence of chaotic

behaviour in dynamo models, which have many applications in

astrophysical objects. For example, finding an explanation for the

generation of turbulence in accretion discs has long been an out-

standing problem. Pure hydrodynamic instabilities can be excluded

from being a viable possibility in most cases because a Keplerian

shear flow is stable according to the Rayleigh criterion. Even if

this condition is proved exactly only for linear perturbations, a

non-decaying state was never found in any numerical simulation.

It was the beginning of a broad field of investigations when it was

pointed out that a weak magnetic field can cause an accretion disc

to become unstable if the angular velocity decreases outwards

with radius (Balbus & Hawley 1991; Hawley & Balbus 1991).

It has now been realized that this magnetorotational instability,

which was originally considered by Velikhov (1959) and by

Chandrasekhar (1960) for Couette flow, can bridge the gap

between the problem of angular momentum transport in discs and

the influence of magnetic fields on turbulence (Urpin &

Brandenburg 1998). So far numerous investigations have dealt

with local shearing-box simulations of this instability, where

attention was drawn mainly to the existence of a dynamo effect

(Brandenburg et al. 1995) and the generation of turbulence (Stone

& Norman 1994; Hawley, Gammie & Balbus 1995; Matsumoto &

Tajima 1995; Stone et al. 1996). Many other studies concentrated

on the linear stability in different geometries: for example,

cylindrical (Curry & Pudritz 1995, 1996; Kitchatinov & Mazur

1997; RuÈdiger et al. 1999) or disc (Papaloizou & Szuszkiewicz

1992) geometries. The first steps towards a global treatment of

this instability have been undertaken recently for (simplified)

accretion discs (Armitage 1998) and for tori (Hawley 2000). In our

paper we will focus on the global structure of magnetic fields

emerging from dynamo action in a compact, spherical geometry.

Our goal of finding a dynamo in a spherical geometry is based on

a linear analysis of the global eigenmodes carried out by

Kitchatinov & RuÈdiger (1997, Paper I) for a spherical model

with an external magnetic field (see also Curry et al. 1994). They

found that for magnetic fields that are strong, but still below an
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upper limit, non-axisymmetric modes dominate. Remembering the

theorem of Cowling that forbids dynamo action for purely axi-

symmetric magnetic fields, this simple model is a very promising

candidate for being a fully consistent dynamo in the highly non-

linear regime. A preliminary study, in which we overcame the

limitations of this linear approach, yielded the result that the

higher magnetic harmonics are excited only for very rapid rotation

(Drecker, Hollerbach & RuÈdiger 1998). In the present paper we

present results dealing with the true dynamo problem, i.e. when no

external magnetic field is present. A highly turbulent MHD flow

emerged from this instability at high dynamo numbers of the order

of CV � 105; with a pronounced inhomogeneous structure.

2 T H E M O D E L

The equations, which are set up in the following section, should be

considered as a toy model for dynamo action that can provide

insight into the dynamics and the structure of the large-scale

modes, rather than a real accretion disc. From the numerical point

of view a global approach can most easily be achieved in spherical

geometry, therefore, our model consists of a spherical shell of

conducting incompressible fluid with inner radius Ri and outer

radius R that is embedded in vacuum. We assume a high degree of

ionization for the matter, which makes a description in terms of

MHD physics possible. On the other hand, we will consider the

flow as a continuum and neglect any relativistic effects so that the

usual MHD approximation is appropriate.

2.1 Mathematical formulation

Energy support is provided in our model by the prescription of a

differential rotation u0 � V � r as it is likely to occur in many

accretion discs. The rotation law

V � V0ez��������������������������
1� �4=40�3

p �1�

depends only on the distance 4 � r sin u to the rotation axis.

The parameter 40 is given by the half-shell diameter 40 �
�R 2 Ri�=2: This Brandt profile with q � 1:5; which is hydro-

dynamically stable according to the Rayleigh criterion

Vd�42V�=d4 > 0 (Chandrasekhar 1961), results in a Keplerian

motion of matter at large radii but with rigid rotation close to the

inner hole. The resulting velocity profile decreases with radius,

which is necessary for the Balbus±Hawley instability to occur

(Balbus & Hawley 1991).

Length and time are normalized with respect to the outer radius

R and the magnetic diffusion time tdiff,

r � Rr̂; t � R2

h
t̂: �2�

For the normalization of the fluid flow we use the background

differential rotation

u � RV0û; �3�
and make Lorentz and inertia forces comparable by setting

B � ��������
m0r
p

RV0B̂: �4�
Expressed in terms of these dimensionless variables (hereafter

the hats have been omitted) the momentum equation for the

perturbations u 0 � u 2 u0 then becomes

u 0

t
2 PmDu 0 � 2 7p� CVu 0 � 7 � u� CVu0 � 7 � u 0

2 CVB � 7 � B; �5�
and the induction equation for the magnetic field becomes

B

t
2 DB � CV7 � �u � B�; �6�

where the parameters

CV � V0R2

h
and Pm � n

h
; �7�

are the magnetic Reynolds number, which is a measure of the

angular velocity of the differential rotation, and the magnetic

Prandtl number, where n and h denote the microscopic diffusiv-

ities. The latter parameter will be set to unity in our simulations

for numerical reasons, so that magnetic and kinetic diffusivities

act on the same time-scale.

As both vectors u and B are divergence free, they can be

represented by toroidal and poloidal components (Chandrasekhar

1961; Krause & RaÈdler 1980):

u 0 � r � 7 F

r

� �
� 7 � r � 7 C

r

� �� �
�8�

and

B � r � 7 B

r

� �
� 7 r � 7 A

r

� �� �
: �9�

The scalar potentials A, B, C and F are expanded into spherical

harmonics:

A �
X
l;m

AlmPjmjl �cos u� eimf: �10�

2.2 Boundary conditions

No normal flow on the radial component is imposed at r � ri; 1;
which simply implies that C vanishes at the boundary, Clm � 0:

We use stress-free boundary conditions as this is physically

plausible for accretion discs. Therefore, the cross-components p rf

and pru of the viscous stress tensor pij � 2rn�u 0i;j � u 0j;i� must

vanish (see, for example, Zhang & Busse 1989, or Paper I), which

can be expressed by the scalar potentials C and F, and we obtain

2

r

Clm

r
2

2Clm

2r
� 0 and



r

Flm

r2

� �
� 0: �11�

Taking the regions r , ri and r . 1 to be insulators, the vacuum

boundary conditions for the magnetic field become

Alm

r
2

l� 1

r
Alm � 0 at r � ri; �12�

Alm

r
� l

r
Alm � 0 at r � 1 �13�

and

Blm � 0 at r � ri; 1: �14�

2.3 Numerical treatment

We use Hollerbach's magnetoconvection code for the time-stepping
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of the induction and Navier±Stokes equation. While just an

overview of the numerical method can be given here, a precise

description of the pseudo-spectral scheme with full details can be

found in Hollerbach (2000). The spectral expansion for the

coefficients is completed by using Chebyshev polynomials Tk(x)

for the radial structure:

Alm�r� �
X

k

a�k; l;m�Tk21�x�; �15�

where the radius r is mapped to the interval [21, 1] via

r � 1� ri

2
� 1 2 ri

2
x: �16�

As a first step, the pressure in the Navier±Stokes equation is

eliminated by taking the curl. The resulting transport equation for

the vorticity and the induction equation are then time-integrated

by the following method: all non-linearities are treated explicitly

and evaluated on a grid of collocation points. After having

separated out the spectral coefficients of these terms, one can

time-step the equations separately for each l and m. This is carried

out by treating implicitly the time evolution and dissipative terms,

and results in a series of K � K matrix equations, where K is the

number of Chebyshev polynomials one is using.

Simulations at moderate numerical resolutions have been

performed on HP-735 workstations, whilst a DEC workstation

with a 400-MHz CPU in combination with the T90 in JuÈlich

�CV � 3 � 104� have been used for runs with higher resolution,

where the best resolved simulations used 31 Chebyshev

polynomials, 40 Legendre functions and 30 Fourier modes.

Aliasing effects are avoided by applying the 3/2-rule to the

spherical harmonics and an empirically tested rule otherwise,

which yields dim �ri; uj;fk� � 70 � 63 � 92 as the necessary

minimum dimension of the corresponding collocation grid. In that

case the calculation of a single time-step consumed approximately

22 s of CPU-time on the DEC-workstation. In order to make the

effects of the inner hole (which is included only for computational

convenience) negligible, we fixed the radius ratio to ri � 0:2:
A linearly truncated version of this code yielded the same

eigenfunctions and critical dynamo numbers for stability as was

previously obtained by Kitchatinov & RuÈdiger (1997), when a

homogeneous external magnetic field parallel to the rotation axis

was applied. For angular velocity profiles, like V , 42q with

q , 2; no non-magnetic instability was found thereby proving the

hydrodynamic stability of subcritical rotation profiles according to

the Rayleigh criterion, but pure hydrodynamic turbulence has

already set in for q . 2 at moderate dynamo numbers.

3 R E S U LT S

We performed a series of runs with several numbers of modes in

spectral space and at different dynamo numbers. Each time only

the largest modes of the field perturbations have been initialized

with arbitrary small amplitudes resulting in magnetic and kinetic

energies of the order kB2�0�l � O�1027� and ku2�0�l � O�1029�:
Table 1 gives an overview of the numerical resolution in spectral

space, the size of the time-step and the number of calculated time-

steps for each simulation. Only the respective runs with the

highest resolution are listed. A turbulent state with non-decaying

magnetic energy first emerged when at least 15 azimuthal modes

were used at a dynamo number of CV � 8 � 104; which is not

unlikely to occur in real astrophysical objects like accretion discs.

The need for such a highly rapid rotation agrees well with results

from our preliminary study of the Balbus±Hawley instability in

Table 1. The numerical resolution in spectral space, the
size of the time-step and the number of calculated time-
steps for each simulation.

CV (K, L, M) Dt n

10 000 (30,40,30) 1 � 1026 1:3 � 105

30 000 (30,40,30) 5 � 1027 1:4 � 105

55 000 (30,25,20) 7:5 � 1027 1:5 � 104

80 000 (30,30,30) 4 � 1027 4:1 � 105

90 000 (30,25,15) 4 � 1027 5 � 104

100 000 (31,40,30) 2 � �1027±1028� 3:1 � 105

Figure 1. Several temporal stages can be distinguished: pure axisymmetric

growth, exponential growth of the higher harmonics, saturation, construc-

tion of a turbulent cascade and secondary instabilities. Total simulation

time: T < 0:03tdiff :

Figure 2. The Fourier spectrum of the kinetic energy (left-hand panel) shows the typical Kolmogorov scaling Ekin�m� , m25=3 for small scales, whereas the

higher magnetic harmonics behave rather like Emag�m� , m25=2; t � 0:03 (right-hand panel).
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the non-linear domain when an external magnetic field was

present. In those cases the higher magnetic harmonics that are

necessary for a dynamo effect to occur were excited only for

dynamo numbers of about CV < 5 � 103:

3.1 The transition to turbulence

We started with relatively few azimuthal modes, but after a period

of axisymmetric growth resulting from the winding up of the

magnetic field lines by the differential rotation, the magnetic

energy soon decayed. A non-decaying magnetic energy was first

found when we used 15 Fourier modes at a dynamo number of

CV � 105; but the corresponding energy spectrum indicated that

this simulation was still far from being numerically well resolved.

Accordingly, when we doubled the number of harmonics the

energy spectrum revealed a strong peak at m � 15 in this period of

non-axisymmetric growth. The temporal evolution of the first 10

magnetic harmonics is shown in Fig. 1. During 800 orbits the

higher harmonics grow exponentially at a rate of the order 1±3 �
104 , O�CV� by almost 30 orders of magnitude, which makes this

a fast instability (Balbus 1995).

Saturation sets in as a result of non-linear interactions when all

modes have the same strength and therefore all three magnetic

field components have comparable energetic contributions (see

Fig. 5). It was at this point that the size of the time-step had to be

reduced to ensure numerical stability of the code. Owing to

Figure 3. Even l-modes always dominate for the flow (left-hand panel), which results in a clear symmetry with respect to the equator; while the magnetic

field (right-hand panel) has a mixed total parity of P < 0:4; t � 0:03:

Figure 4. The kinetic Chebyshev spectrum (left-hand panel) consists of two parts: the global large-scale modes up to k � 5 and the small-scale part that

behaves according to the Kolmogorov law Ekin�k� , k25=3; t � 0:03:

Figure 5. The magnetic energies of the three vector components have

almost comparable strengths. The slight dominance of the azimuthal

component is caused by the large-scale modes. In the range 0:014 , t ,

0:015 an adjustment of the time-step was necessary.

Figure 6. The same as in Fig. 5 but for the kinetic energy. The flow is

clearly dominated by the azimuthal component. Kinetic fluctuations are

energetically weaker than the corresponding magnetic ones.
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dissipation at small scales the energy of higher modes decreases

and a turbulent cascade is established. The resulting Fourier

spectra are shown in Fig. 2.

The flow is almost axisymmetric while the higher modes, which

show the typical Kolmogorov scaling Ekin�m� , m25=3; are weaker

by several orders of magnitude. The magnetic field, however, has

strong non-axi-symmetric contributions, where harmonics up to

m � 5 are still comparable with m � 0: The magnetic Fourier

spectrum on small scales behaves like Emag�m� , m25=2: The vast

dominance of the kinetic energy is only a consequence of the very

strong m � 0 contribution of the flow, whereas at small scales the

magnetic modes dominate throughout.

Of course, we cannot claim that our simulation is a perfect

representation of the dynamical behaviour of the MHD equations

in the full extent from the very beginning to the end of the

simulation ± no numerical code could achieve this, only an ana-

lytical solution could. So, when trying to interpret the simulation,

one has to take into account that the numerical solution will need

some time to settle in. Our interpretation is that a well-settled

solution has been found for the first time after t � 0:02; when

the corresponding energy spectra clearly show a characteristic

decay tendency, with respect to the spectral indices, and the

system appeared to be self-consistent during a longer simulation

period.

After t � 0:025, the magnetic field lines become more and

more distorted by the differential rotation, and energy contained in

the toroidal components is transferred into the poloidal field

components by magnetic reconnection, which can be seen as an

increase of the u- and r-components of the energies in Fig. 5 and

Fig. 6. Simultaneously, a rich meridional structure develops and

leads to the spectrum in Fig. 3 with respect to the Legendre

polynomials. As a result of the dominance of even l-modes, the

flow is almost symmetric with respect to the equator.

Owing to limited CPU resources we could not go beyond the

point when the meridional structure still seemed to be evolving,

since a continuation would require the inclusion of more Legendre

polynomials in our simulation. The spectra with respect to the

Chebyshev polynomials can be seen in Fig. 4, where we find

the same small-scale behaviour as in Fourier space, namely the

Kolmogorov spectrum for the flow, and again a stronger decrease

for the magnetic field like E�k� , k25=2: As we could not run

simulations with higher resolutions, the possibility cannot be

excluded that this 25/2 scaling for the magnetic field is still a

numerical artifact induced by the poorly resolved magnetic

meridional structure, but the fact that the magnetic scaling has

an even higher power makes this unlikely.

In order to clarify the physical meaning of the respective stages

another view of this simulation is presented in Figs 5 and 6,

showing the distribution of the magnetic and kinetic energies of
Figure 7. Vector plot of the magnetic field in the equatorial plane. A global

vortex structure has evolved ± CV � 105; t � 0:03:

Figure 8. The field structures after t � 0:0125: Left-hand panel: isolines of Bf and the meridional section of the magnetic field. Right-hand panel: isolines of

uf and the meridional velocity field.
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the three components of the field vectors. In the first phase the

azimuthal magnetic field is wound up by the differential rotation.

After the instability has set in, the r- and u -components grow very

rapidly until a homogeneous (up to numerical accuracy) state has

been reached where the energy contributions of all three spatial

directions are of comparable strength. Now dissipation of the

higher modes leads to a decrease of energies mainly of the r- and

u -components. As soon as a turbulent cascade has been

established energy can be transported from large scales to small

scales so that a pseudo-equilibrium can be reached, which is the

basic state for secondary instabilities from which further

bifurcations occur and develop.

The dominant role of the azimuthal component of the kinetic

energy, as given by ku2
fl : ku2

ul : ku2
r l � 9 � 1022 : 1 � 1025 : 5 �

1026 at t � 0:03; is produced by two axisymmetric counter-

rotating cylinders of Taylor±Proudman columns. This effect is

less pronounced for the magnetic field with ratios of kB2
fl : kB2

ul :
kB2

r l � 8 � 1024 : 4 � 1025 : 5 � 1025: Thus the magnetic fluc-

tuations in the r- and u -direction have stronger energy contribu-

tions than the corresponding components of the flow, which agrees

with the findings by Brandenburg et al. (1995) that the whole

system is magnetically dominated at small scales.

When the simulation was halted the magnetic field has

developed a large-scale vortex structure of flux tubes spiraling

outwards in the equatorial plane (Fig. 7), which provides the

necessary non-axisymmetry for dynamo action according to

Cowling's theorem.

The sequence of time-ordered field structures given in Figs 8±12

Figure 9. The same as in Fig. 8 but for t � 0:013:

Figure 10. The same as in Fig. 8 but for t � 0:014:
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illustrates the route to turbulence: the first instance is given in the

period of linear growth for t � 0:0125; where the structure of the

magnetic field is still given by an initial dipolar configuration, but

the isolines of the azimuthal velocity are already affected by

fluctuations emerging in a boundary layer between two counter-

rotating cylinders. These fluctuations, which can be seen more

clearly in the meridional field sections, are mainly caused by an

m � 15 mode and become much stronger during the next

0.002tdiff, so that at t � 0:013 the azimuthal magnetic field has

also started to become deformed and the initial flow field is almost

destroyed. At only 0.001tdiff later the initial field configuration

completely breaks and at t � 0:018 it gets definitively lost, when

the higher Legendre polynomials have also been excited and the

fluctuations have filled the whole shell. From this quasi-

homogeneous state symmetries are gradually reduced by non-

linear interactions and finally, at t � 0:03; an inhomogeneous

structure is reached, consisting of a clearly limited domain where

magnetic flux tubes get highly distorted and occasionally manage

to reach and even penetrate the surface. Accordingly, the contour

plot of Bf shows a strong asymmetry with respect to the

equatorial plane. Perturbations of the Taylor±Proudman columns,

as a consequence of strong vortices emerging close to the inner

hole, break the symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane. This

vortex structure of the flow gives rise to a non-vanishing density

of relative kinetic helicity H � u ´ v=
�����������������
kv2lku2l

p
(Fig. 13), which

after integration in each hemisphere can sum up to a maximum

Figure 11. The same as in Fig. 8 but for t � 0:018:

Figure 12. The same as in Fig. 8 but for t � 0:03:
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value of H<0.1 and might be responsible for driving the dynamo

by an a -effect, as is expected in the case of small diffusivities

(Krause & RaÈdler 1980).

Figs 14 and 15 show the magnetic field at the surface of the

shell and close to the surface at a radius of r � 0:96: Inside the

shell strong local deviations from the alignment of the magnetic

fields by the differential rotation are found, which penetrate the

surface in spot-like regions at the equatorial plane. Strong in- and

out-regions can be distinguished.

We find similar field structures for runs at CV � 8 and 9 � 104;
the longest one having an extension over a time t < 0:2tdiff

without any decay of the magnetic energy. So far we cannot yet

simulate the dynamical behaviour for a full magnetic diffusion

time tdiff, but one should take into account that this is just a

measure for the decay of large-scale magnetic modes. The kinetic

energy, injected by the differential rotation, is transported to small

scales where it is dissipated or converted into magnetic energy. As

soon as the electromotive force, which is responsible for the

coupling between the flow and the magnetic field, was switched

off the magnetic energy decayed very quickly in our simulations,

as in the case of free decay.

Beside the rotational time-scale, which is intrinsic to the

Balbus±Hawley instability, a long-term behaviour was observed

in this model. The averaged surface magnetic field amplitude kBf l
in the equatorial plane is found to oscillate slowly with a period of

P < 2000 orbits as shown in Fig. 16.

Furthermore, the correlation between magnetic and kinetic

fields (Fig. 17), given by ku ´ Bl=
�����������������
ku2lkB2l

p
; varies on the same

time-scale. The emergence of this time-scale for observables like

the magnetic field amplitudes, which has to be confirmed in future

runs with higher numerical resolutions, is an interesting feature of

this model. It can be used together with the absolute values of the

field amplitudes to make contact with real astrophysical objects

like Ap stars and accretion discs (Balbus & Hawley 1994).

3.2 Transport of angular momentum

Closely linked with the behaviour of flows in the presence of

shearing instabilities is the effect of enhanced viscosity in the

angular momentum transport, which is regulated by the dissipative

stresses. This is usually discussed in terms of the eddy viscosity

nT, which relates the total stress-tensor to the global shear. A non-

dimensionalization leads to the Shakura±Sunyaev viscosity nT �
aSSVH2 (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973), with H�4� �

�����������������
R2 2 42
p

as

the scaleheight at a given axial distance. In our units the

prescription for calculating the viscosity alpha reads (the whole

expression is evaluated in the equatorial plane u � p=2�

ku 0ru
0
f 2 B 0rB

0
fl � 2aSSVH2�4�4 dV

d4
: �17�

Figure 13. Isolines of the kinetic helicity density. Full (dashed) lines refer

to positive (negative) values. The overall symmetry with respect to the

equator is broken in the domain of strong vorticity ± CV � 105; t � 0:03:

Figure 14. The surface is penetrated by the magnetic field lines in

local spots, which are concentrated at the equatorial plane ± CV � 105;

t � 0:03:
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The viscosity alpha, aSS shown in Fig. 18, has a strong

exponential dependence on the radius, ranging from 1025 up to

1023, and it is positive throughout. Hence, our global model does

not allow for such effective angular momentum transport as is

found in a local shearing box with aSS of order 1022±1023

(Brandenburg et al. 1995; Ziegler & RuÈdiger 2000).

4 C O N C L U S I O N A N D A S T R O P H Y S I C A L

I M P L I C AT I O N S

Our simple model must be considered as a first step towards a

more realistic description of systems driven by a dynamo effect, as

it allows us to consider both large as well as small scales and

therefore provides us with information about the absolute field

amplitudes in the equilibrium state. Even when the simulation

time was not long in terms of the magnetic diffusion time, the fact

that a non-decaying magnetic field occurred only after passing a

certain numerical azimuthal resolution, supports the hypothesis

that this simple model shows dynamo action that finally leads to

the generation of 3D MHD turbulence.
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